Two classes of multicarrier direct sequence code-division multiple-access are defined, namely Multi-tone DS-CDMA and Orthogonal multicarrier DS-CDMA. Their performances are considered over land mobile satellite communication channel with M branches of total L branches available diversity using generalized selection combining technique GSC(M,L). The average bit error rate for the two classes are investigated and compared using coherent binary phase shift keying modulation. It is assumed that the channel consists of Nakagami distributed shadowed line-of-sight signal plus Rayleigh distributed multipath signals. Using measured channel parameters, the performance is evaluated for light, average and heavy shadowing and fading environments. 
harmonics of each other with minimum frequency separation among them before DS spreading [5] . If Ts represents the symbol duration of the multitone DS-CDMA signal, then the spacing ( ) between two adjacent subcarrier frequencies becomes ( =1/ T s ), and hence, the subcarrier frequencies take the values of ( f 0 + i / T S ) for i = 0 ,1 ,2 ….,U-1 , where f 0 is the fundamental frequency and U is the number of subcarrier frequencies. By contrast, in an orthogonal MC DS-CDMA system, the subcarrier frequencies are chosen to satisfy the orthogonality condition with the minimum possible frequency separation after DS spreading [4] . If T C is the chip duration of the DS spreading codes and the subcarrier frequencies take the values of ( f 0 + i / T C ) for i = 0, 1 ,2 ….,U-1 which implies that the spacing ( ) between any two adjacent subcarrier frequencies becomes ( = 1/T C ). Let (N e =T S / T C ) be the spreading gain of the DS-spread subcarrier signals, the orthogonality condition of both MC systems concerning the subcarrier frequencies can be expressed as ( f 0 + i ), i = 0,1,..,U-1 and = / T S where ( = 1, 2, …) is referred to the normalized spacing between two adjacent sub-carriers. If = 1, the system becomes Multitone DS-CDMA, and if = N e , the system becomes Orthogonal MC DS-CDMA [6] .
In this paper, the performance of both Multitone DS-CDMA and Orthogonal MC DS-CDMA are evaluated over a land mobile satellite channel using Abdi model [7] . This model has the advantages of having simple, closed form and mathematically tractable expressions for the fundamental channel statistics. The performance evaluation is considered by using generalized selection combining (GSC(M,L)) that combines strongest M diversity paths from total L available paths where M L ( If M=1, it will be SDC. If M=L, it will be MRC [8] ), at the receiver. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the MC DS-CDMA system is described in detail. In section III, the statistics of the decision variables are analyzed. In section IV, the average probability of error is derived for the MC DS-CDMA system, and then the comparison numerical results are described in section V. Finally, the conclusion is presented in section VI.
II. Multicarrier DS-CDMA System

A. Transmitted signal
The transmitter schematic of the k th user for the MC DS-CDMA system is shown in Fig.1 . [5] . At the transmitter side, the incoming data stream having bit duration of T b is serial-to-parallel converted to U parallel sub-streams. The new bit duration of each substream or the symbol duration is T S = U T b . After serial-to-parallel conversion, the u th sub-stream modulates a sub-carrier frequency f u, u= 1, 2,.., U. The U sub-streams are then added together before spreading the composite signal with the DS-CDMA spreading code of the k th user c k (t). Let T c be the chip duration of c k (t). The spreading 
Where P is the power per sub-carrier, ku is the phase angle introduced by the carrier f u , b ku (t) is the waveform of the u th sub-stream of the k th user, given by
Which consists of a sequence of mutually independent rectangular pulses of duration T S with amplitude b ku (i) = ±1 with equal probability. The spreading sequence c k (t) is given by
Which denotes the signature sequence waveform of the k th user, where c k (j) assumes values of ±1 with equal probability, while P Tc (t) is the rectangular chip waveform, defined over the interval [0,T C ). The composite signal, which is finally transmitted, is given by
I n order to have a convenient reference, we consider a single carrier DS-CDMA system occupying the same bandwidth W S as the MC DS-CDMA system and its spreading gain be N 1 . So, N e =UN 1 -(U-1) /2 [6] , this relation shows that as increase, the spreading gain N e decrease, at the same bandwidth and subcarrier U. Therefore, the spreading gain of multitone DS-CDMA ( =1) is higher than orthogonal MC DS-CDMA ( =N e ).
B. Received Signal
We assume that the channel between k th user transmitter and the corresponding receiver is land mobile satellite channel (LMSC). This channel can be represented using Abdi model [7] , which has a simple channel's equations form compared with Loo's model [9] . The total received signal in LMSC is given by r exp(j ) = z exp(j ) + w exp(j ) (5) Where r, z and w denote the amplitudes of the composite received signal, the LOS signal, and the multipath signal, respectively. While , and denote the phases of these signals, respectively. The phase's and are uniformly distributed between 0 and Proceedings of the 6 th ICEENG Conference, 27-29 May, 2008 EE136 -5 , z is Nakagami distributed, and w is a Rayleigh distributed. The pdf of the received signal envelope p(r) is given by [7] ( ) (1), is passed through this channel, so, the channel complex low-pass equivalent impulse response will be given by [6] ( )
here l p is the channel (resolvable path) index, and is the total number of the resolvable paths. The fading amplitudes
are assumed to be statistically independent and identical distributed (i.i.d) random variables whose pdf is given in (6) , and the phase-shifts ) ( k ul P θ are assumed to be (i.i.d.) random variables uniformly distributed in the interval [0,2 ). The transmitted signal is also corrupted by an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and double-sided power spectral density of N 0 /2. The AWGN is assumed to be statistically independent from path to another path and independent of the fading amplitudes ) (k ul P α .Assuming slowfading channel, so, the sets of
Assume also that the multipath intensity profile (MIP) of the channel has an exponential form, so,
is the average power of the fade amplitude and given by [6] )
Ω is the average signal strength corresponding to the first resolvable path and is the rate of average power decay. Let T m be the maximum delay spread of the 
here  x represents the largest integer not exceeding x . The number of resolvable paths L 1 of the corresponding single-carrier DS-CDMA signal with chip duration T C1 is given by [6]  
Also from [6] , the relation between L p and L 1 is given by
C. Receiver model
Consider the correlator-based RAKE receiver in conjunction with generalized selection combining (GSC) as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . The composite received signal after passing through the proposed channel, can be expressed as
, is the total received signal phase which is assumed to be an i.i.d. random variable having a uniform distribution in[0,2 ).Without loss of generality, we consider the receiver for the 1 st user (user of interest) i.e. k=1. Assume that the receiver uses diversity combining paths (L L p ) which represents the number of diversity branches that will be ordered statistics and choose strongest M branches of them as a GSC(M,L) diversity technique used by the receiver, we also assume perfect channel estimation at the receiver, i.e. the receiver can correctly estimate } {
it is also capable for acquiring perfect time domain synchronization with each path of the reference signal. [ ] 
The signal is then decoded by making hard decision on Z v , i.e. the current data bit is decided to be 0 or 1 depending on, if Z v is higher than zero or not. Finally, the U parallel-decoded sub-streams are parallel-to-serial converted and the serial stream is output which represents the recovered data.
III. Decision Variable Statistics
Without loss of generality, in the following analysis we assume that ( 1l = 0) for simplicity, and we refer to the current bit to be decoded as b u [0], the previous bit as b u [-1] and the next bit as b u [1] . We also assume that the spreading sequences c kj are random. Then by substituting (13) into (16), it can be shown that Z vl can be written as
Where D vl is the desired term derived by substituting (13) into (16) and setting k=1, l p =l and u=v, N vl is the noise term contributed by n(t) of (13) 
Where 0 is the average signal power corresponding to the first resolvable path, and is the rate of average power decay.
IV. Performance Analysis
As we have discussed in the above section, the decision variable, Z vl for v=1,2,..,U and for the l th branch of the strongest M-branches that were chosen from totally Lbranches as a GSC(M,L) diversity technique used at receiver, can be approximated as a Gaussian random variable having a normalized mean given by (18) and a normalized variance given by (19). Therefore, the BER using BPSK modulation can be expressed as ( )
Where l is the signal to noise ratio of the l th channel and given by
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By applying the alternative representation of the Gaussian Q-function [11] on the conditional BER of (22) we find that
This form of the conditional BER is desirable, since we can first independently average over the probability density function (pdf) of the strongest (M) from (L) independent squared path gains in the case of generalized selection diversity combining GSC(M,L) which denoted by P GSC ( ) in case of our channel model (LMSC) Abdi [7] , and then perform the integral over . The probability density function P GSC ( ) of Abdi channel model is obtained by applying the pdf and the CDF of Abdi channel model in the pdf formula of GSC(M,L) given by (14), so we find that : So the average bit error rate e P could be obtained
By substitute of (25) & (26) into (27) we find that The channel is specified in terms of a single-carrier DS-CDMA system that occupying the same bandwidth as the MC DS-CDMA system. The spreading gain and the number of resolvable paths of the corresponding single-carrier DS-CDMA are N 1 =128 and L 1 =32 respectively. The MIP decay factor is = 0.2. The number of sub-carriers U is 32. The normalized sub-carrier spacing is equal to 1 for MT DS-CDMA as mentioned above, but for the orthogonal MC DS-CDMA system, is calculated as and 248 by using =N e in the relation {N e =U N 1 -(U-1) /2} that described above. The number of resolvable paths L P for the MC DS-CDMA system is calculated using N e ,U and in (12) . Fig. 4 : Presents the effect of the normalized sub-carrier spacing on the number of resolvable paths L p of MC DS-CDMA. We see that the number of resolvable paths L p decrease with increase in the sub-carrier spacing, this due to the decrease of the spreading gain N e with increase. Also, as the number of sub-carriers increase, the number of resolvable paths becomes lower. We see that the average BER decreases when the level of shadowing and fading decreases or when the bit energy increases , also as M increase the system performance gets better, but system complexity becomes high . Fig. 8, 9 and 10 : Shows the average BER versus the number of the simultaneously active users K at E b /N o =15 dB for both multitone DS-CDMA and orthogonal MC DS-CDMA at number of diversity paths L=5 and M varying from 1 (SDC) to 3 then to 5 (MRC). This figures shows that, as K increase, the average BER increase also for all level of shadowing and vice verse and as M changes from 1 to 5, the performance improved. And it is found that the Orthogonal MC DS-CDMA system has better performance than the Multitone DS-CDMA for all the time.
VI. Conclusion
As shown in Fig.4 ., if is low, as in multitone DS-CDMA ( =1), then, a subcarrier signal will overlap with a high number sub-carrier signals of both the same user and with those of the interfering users which leads to high interference inflicted by the sub-carrier signals. On the other hand, given a total bandwidth and low value of , a high spreading gain can be maintained, which leads to the reduction of the multi-user interference. By contrast, if is high, as in Orthogonal MC DS-CDMA ( = N e ), which mean that there exists low spectral overlap between the main lobes of the sub-carrier signals, then, the modulated sub-carrier signals benefit from a low interference inflicted by the sub-carrier signals of both the reference and the interfering users. However, in this case the spreading gain of each sub-carrier signal is low, which leads to the increase of the multi-user interference. Using diversity at the receiver improve the system 
